Nanowire FET as a measurement tool: A method for distinguishing molecular configurations using Debye Screening effect

ALEKSANDAR VACIC, JASON CRISCIONE, NITIN RAJAN, TAREK FAHMY, MARK REED, Yale University — Silicon nanowires/nanoribbons configured as field effect transistors (FETs) with receptor modified surface can be utilized for sensing of charged biomolecular species due to surface potential modulation upon receptor-ligand binding. However, charged ionic species of the sensing buffers interfere with a sensing process by lowering the effective charge of the bound molecules sensed by an FET. In this work, we exploit the Debye screening effect on the device signal by modulating the ionic strength of the sensing buffer i.e. the Debye length, to distinguish between the different configurations of the receptor-ligand complex. We compare our experimental data with a theoretical model and are able to extract characteristic length parameters of the receptor-ligand system. We will discuss the use of the suggested method for the sensing of conformational changes of biomolecules.
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